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Physicians are biased and imprecise
===================================

O\'Brien and colleagues recently published results from the National Sepsis Practice Survey \[[@B1]\], in which participating physicians were given simulated clinical vignettes of patients in septic shock and asked to predict their morbidity and mortality and to make recommendations about withholding life support. Although the vignettes had an identical Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score, the investigators varied the age, body mass index and presence/absence of early-stage lung cancer of the patients in order to study the effects of these factors on the predictions and recommendations given by the participants. The investigators found that predictions of mortality and morbidity varied widely even for identical vignettes. They also found that age, high body mass index and early-stage lung cancer were all associated with a higher predicted mortality and a recommendation to limit life support despite an identical APACHE II score. Finally, they found that early-stage lung cancer was associated with a recommendation to limit life support, independent of the increase in predicted mortality.

Is it wrong for us to be biased?
================================

Should factors such as age, body mass index and early-stage lung cancer influence our predictions of mortality? Or is physician prognostication flawed because it fails to match up with mortality rates generated by the APACHE II score? The evidence suggests that physician prognostication consistently and significantly outperforms prediction models such as the APACHE II score \[[@B2]\], and the latter routinely underestimate intensive care unit mortality in cancer patients \[[@B3]\]. Clearly, clinicians can perceive and interpret certain relevant patient factors without knowing how to include them in a mathematical model. Does this mean that a physician\'s assessment will always be superior to such models? Perhaps, but the observed variability in predicted mortality (\>50%) \[[@B1]\] should remind us that even the gold standard can be pretty imprecise.

Translating a prognosis into a recommendation
=============================================

What if we could do better? What if we had the ability to measure and incorporate all relevant factors to make a perfectly accurate and precise prognosis? We would still be left with the larger ethical problem of how to translate prognostic information into a recommendation about life support. David Hume first described this as the *is*--*ought*problem \[[@B4]\], and he cautioned against moral systems that jump directly from a fact (something that *is*) to a value (something that *ought to be*) without a proper explanation.

To use our present example, is there a certain predicted mortality (a fact) above which we *should*recommend withholding life support (a value)? The medical community has so far been unable to agree on such a number \[[@B5]\], and many members of the public would want aggressive life support even in the face of a terrible prognosis \[[@B6],[@B7]\]. Thus, even a flawless prognostic model would not by itself lead to more appropriate recommendations for our patients. There is no safety in numbers.

So how should we make recommendations?
======================================

Beauchamp and Childress include *recommendation*as one of the seven key elements of informed consent \[[@B8]\], and the American College of Critical Care Medicine highlights the need to make recommendations about appropriate treatments for patients in the intensive care unit \[[@B9]\]. We cannot, however, properly recommend a course of action based solely on a prognosis. If we do so, we are imposing our own values and goals. To make the jump from *is*to *ought*, we should be using the patient\'s values and goals.

The importance of good communication is often repeated, but there is still much room for improvement in this area. The SUPPORT study found that fewer than 50% of physicians knew when their patients wished to forego cardiopulmonary resuscitation \[[@B10]\], and one-third of physicians\' predictions about their patients\' preferences for resuscitation were incorrect \[[@B11]\]. We need to do better. Good communication involves an active exploration of patient values and goals, and a frank but sensitive discussion of medical facts and options. The objective should always be to achieve a consensus among patient, family and the medical team about reasonable goals of care, and to develop a plan of care that reflects those goals.

In the study published by O\'Brien and colleagues, the respondents recommended significant limitations in life support in only 2% of cases \[[@B1]\]. But we cannot decide whether this number is too high, too low, or perfectly appropriate because the respondents were not given any information about the values and goals of the patients in each vignette. Similarly, we cannot interpret the association between early-stage lung cancer and a recommendation to limit life support, except to say that we should not be making such recommendations solely on the basis of our own values.

Conclusion
==========

While subjective physician assessment remains the most accurate prognostic tool available, O\'Brien and colleagues have demonstrated that it can be imprecise and biased. We need to recognize the limitations of our prognostication, and need to be careful not to impose our own values when making the jump from *is*to *ought*. Only through good communication can we learn the patient\'s goals and values that enable us to properly translate prognosis into recommendation.
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